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Abstract: The outbreak of Coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic caused global economic gloom in the first quarter of 2020. This crisis has 

particularly impacted tourism, which is the subject of this paper. Data regarding air traffic in March 2020 compiled by Polish Air Navigation 

Services Agency has been put to a detailed analysis. Accommodation occupancy rate in this period was analysed using statistic s presented by 

STR company. The analyses’ conclusion clearly indicates on significant decrease in Poland’s tourism in March 2020. Occupancy rate declined in 

about 40% in comparison to data from last year, with fall in air traffic on Polish airports (resulting from stopping internat ional air links) in about 

80-90% in comparison to the same period last year.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Novel Corona (COVID 19) virus first appeared in Wuhan, China in the latter part of 2019. It is a virus of the same category a s SARS, 

MERS, and it causes respiratory complexities and pneumonia that can lead to death. The origin of the virus is controvatial as  at present 

USA and China accuse each other for producing it. However, the outbreak gradually took place invading Italy, Spain, I ran, South Koria, 

USA, India, Brasil and almost every country until the end of May 2020. The virus infection is critical and has challenged the  medical 

science to work hastily for a cure for which another several months will be taken as WHO predicts. Thus,  the pandemic has become a 

global challenge claiming novel approaches for global operations, business (Abu Bakar and Rosbi, 2020) and day-to-day behaviors of 

individuals (Wahyuningtyas et al., 2020). The decrease in the number of tourists may be even greater than in the case of the impact of 

relatively recent terrorist attacks in tourist regions such as Egypt and Tunisia (Wendt, 2016; 2019a).  

COVID 19 or Novel Corona outbreak has taken over almost all countries in the world and influenced the daily lives of billions of people 

globally. The medical experts confirm that the average number of new infections generated by a single infected person is over five times as 

compared to the seasonal flu. Thus, Novel Corona outbreak has influenced the normal functioning of an individual, household, village, city, 

province, country, region and that of entire globe at present. Thus, following the strict measures taken by the Chinese government in closing 

down Wuhan until the outbreak is controlled, almost all the countries have taken varying measures from restrict movements, continuous 

curfew, total lockdown, to travel restrictions, suspending air travel operations to control the pandemic (Ranasinghe et al., 2020). The 

consequences of these measures have begun to emerge immediately in every corner of the world (Ranasinghe, 2020). The severest impact is 

on daily waged employees who are struggling to meet their hand to mouth existence and millions of employees are at risk of being fired from 

their employment. Manufacturers, distributors, producers, sellers are struggling to function their organizations, paying salaries, maintaining 

properties and so forth. The economic loss globally is estimated to be 3-6 trillion USD by the Asian Development Bank (2020). As a result of 

the coronavirus epidemic, new tourism (Wendt, 2020) takes on a new dimension in the 21st century. 

The COVID 19 outbreak has been declared as a global pandemic by WHO and has arrested almost every economy at present in the 

globe. As combatting measures, many economies are in lockdown condition where consumptions are decreased and productions are seized. 

The global networks and supply chains are disrupted and functions of organizations from micro to multinational scale are disturbed. Millions 

of employees are at the danger of losing their jobs as companies will start to lay off staff as controlling measure to respond to the growing 

conditions. The panic purchasing and storage of FMCGs and food items has created shortage of consumables in many stores around the globe. 

COVID 19 was declared a pandemic which will change entire globe due to its outbreak. Ironically, the outbreak is equally influencing 

both low–income, mid-income and high-income countries and subsequently the entire global networks of business operations. The global 

economy is at a tremendous challenge as has never been since both demand and supply shocks and routine operations of all economic 

activities are challenged at the same time. Break down of global financial indices, sinking oil prices, halt of air transportation, seizing global 

tourism industry, ever low interest rates, disturbances over global supply chains and their spillover effects have significantly challenged 

neoliberal capitalistic economic operations globally (Ilieș et al., 2018; Wendt, 2018; Ranasinghe and Li, 2020). However, the global 

recession is invertible and the magnitude of the recession solely depends on the duration of lockdown. The following table summarizes the 

three scenarios of global lockdown and its impact on economic shrinkage. 

COVID-19 started its worldwide spread at the end of 2019. Initially it was present only in China, however within a few days it reached 

other Asian countries such as South Korea, Thailand and Japan. Infection was spread by people travelling from Chinese city of Wuhan 

(Carlos et al., 2020) and the pace of its proliferation resulted in WHO’s announcement on a critical situation regarding public health (Sohrabi 

et al., 2020) followed by a notice on an epidemic becoming a pandemic on Wednesday, March 11 (Cascella et al., 2020). Poland’s first 

confirmed Coronavirus infection was announced on March 4, 2020 – a 66 years old man from Lubuskie voivodeship, who returned to Poland 

from Germany by bus (Serwis Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej – gov.pl from March 4, 2020, accessed: 14.05.2020). Within the following days 

media informed about other cases – mostly people who had travelled with the first person infected (Koronawirus w Polsce. Minister zdrowia: 
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Jest kolejny przypadek choroby/ Coronavirus in Poland. Health Secretary: We have another case, Wprost, from March 7, 2020, accessed 

14.05.2020). In the following days the number of people infected with COVID-19 started to increase noticeably (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Spread of COVID-19 infections in Poland in March 2020 (Source: own study based on gov.pl) 

 

As depicted on maps attached (Figure 1), pace of new infections in March in Poland was very dynamic. At the very beginning of period 

in analysis (March 14), the number of people infected in million citizens did not surpass six in all voivodeships (except Lubuskie 

voivodeship). Within the following days the pace has been dramatically increasing, and at the end of analysed period rise of infections was 

noticeable in the majority of Poland’s voivodeships (around 31-60 people / million citizens). When analysing the data, it is crucial to pay 

attention to voivodeships particularly affected by COVID-19 pandemic, namely Masovian, Silesian and Lower Silesian ones. In case of the 

first, a lot of infections can result from its international impact. This voivodeship (including Poland’s capital city) is the biggest region of 

migrations from abroad, especially of young people (Iglicka, 2001). The most dynamic tourist movement also concentrates there (Kruczala, 

1990). Vast number of infections in comparison to the commonalty was also noticeable in Silesian voivodeship. This could have resulted 

from its central location in the country and labour migrations from neighbouring, having high rate of unemployment, voivodeships (Cudny, 

2012). One of the biggest regions with COVID-19 infections is Lower Silesian voivodeship. It can be assumed that the cause of it is its 

density of population and the fact that this region has a number of mines, which constituted an abode of infections in Poland. 

It is essential to mention that the subject of this paper has already been discussed in international literature. Kasare (2020) talks about the 

impact of COVID-19 pandemic on tourism in India. The author bases the conclusions solely on analysis of information included in 

newspapers and web pages, and some of the data presented is from previous years. More recent statistics regarding coronavirus’ influence on 

employment in hotel industry are presented by Karim et al. (2020). They claim that this industry in Malesia has found itself in a disastrous 

situation. Pandemic’s impact on tourism in China has been in turn discussed by Hoque et al. (2020). This article, as well as the first one 

referred to in this paragraph, did not include attempts to analyse the situation based on statistics, but the authors focused on literary sources 

instead. All of those papers, even if being quite recent, do not contain statistical analysis, which is an added value to this article. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The occurring worldwide Coronavirus pandemic (Li, 2020; Fan et al., 2020; Jernigan, 2020; Santosh, 2020) has a negative impact on 

economy as every epidemic disaster around the world (Appleby-Arnold et al., 2018; Zahnow et al., 2019). This impact is also noticeable in 

Poland’s tourist movement in March 2020. In order to depict changes in this field, data based on established sources (desk research) has been 

used, taken from, among others, Polish Air Navigation Services Agency (data regarding air traffic) and STR company (analyses of 

accommodation rate or gastronomy). The data gathered have been compared to data from March last year (that is, March 2019). 

 The present paper is a critical review on the concurrent developments of tourism and hotel industry in the context of Poland and 

descriptive elaborations are used with the help of sector statistics. Further, graphical illustrations are used to highlight the emerging trends.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It can be concluded that in following months COVID-19 will highly impact on global economy and finance especially in air traffic 

industry, which has also happened in case of H1N1 pandemic in 2009 (Bajardi et al., 2011). This impact will be noticeable in air traffic, 

which currently serves as a most popular means of transport between countries, especially taking into consideration the fact that far away 

destinations near Mediterranean Sea (Nowak and Wendt, 2010; Wendt, 2012; Atasoy and Wendt 2016; Wiskulski and Wendt, 2016) are 

favourite ones of tourists from Poland (Wendt, 2019b). 
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Figure 2. Number of air traffic movement in Polish airspace in March 2019 and march 2020  

(Source: own study based on Polish Air Navigation Services Agency) 

 

The end of international flights caused a major decrease in all air traffic in Poland, which can be observed on Figure 2. On the basis of 

the depicted chart it can be indicated that this decrease is of 80-90% in comparison to the same period in previous year. Stopping of 

international and national flights in Poland was a result of this decrease. Air traffic in march 2020 was operated mainly through “LOT do 

domu” (“Flight home”) project aimed in a safe return home of Poles being abroad at that time. Planes for freight transport were used for 

carriage of masks and other hygiene products.  The government’s actions in regard to COVID-19 spread in Poland, exacerbated by data 

provided by WHO (2020), have resulted in temporary closure of accommodation bases in the whole country. Cancellations of different 

festivals and sport events, suspension of airline movements or closure of important tourist attractions have had a negative impact on global 

economy (Fernandes, 2020), an important section of which is tourism (Wendt and Bógdał-Brzezińska, 2018). One of the most visible 

examples of its imbalance is a decrease in accommodation rate, as shown on Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Accommodation rate in chosen cities in March 2019 and 2020 (Source: own study based on STR) 

 

As it can be seen on the chart, accommodation occupancy rate in all Poland’s cities fluctuated around 18-22%. The lowest rate was in 

Tricity which constituted the only agglomeration with below 20% rate. The highest one was observable in Warsaw and Wroclaw, which 

could have resulted from high administrative importance of the first city mentioned. According to STR’s data, Polish accommodation 

occupancy rate has declined in around 70% in comparison to the previous year, which considerably influenced tourism in the cities in question. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Tourism in Poland in March 2020 was shaped by COVID-19 spread. Great decline in tourist movement was noted, especially in 

international movement, as a result of few air links available. The accommodation occupancy rate was also significantly lower, as it is 

strongly correlated to international tourist movements. At the end of March, the government announced closure of all accommodation 

facilities which resulted in another decline, this time to 0%. Currently (21.05.2020) those are slowly being opened with the observance of 

hygiene rules. It is essential to note that due to lack of data, only the biggest cities in Poland have been included in the analysis. In the future 

it will be needed to provide a wider perspective on COVID-19 pandemic’s consequences in Poland and conduct a deeper analysis of the 

country’s tourism. The annual contribution of tourism to the Poland economy is 4 to 5 percent and under the COID 19 pandemic the industry 

performance remained standstill.  The drop of the hotel occupancy percentage clearly indicates the potential economic impact over tourism 

industry and consequently on the Poland economy. Though it’s too early to jump into hasty conclusions on the overall impacts of Corona 

outbreak the global repercussions over the Poland economy would be invertible. Novel SOPs, regulations and procedures to function under 

new normal conditions are necessary for tourism industry to move forward both locally and globally.  
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